In this paper we propose methods to extract geographically relevant information in a multimedia recording using its audio. Our method primarily is based on the fact that urban acoustic environment consists of a variety of sounds. Hence, location information can be inferred from the composition of sound events/classes present in the audio. More specifically, we adopt matrix factorization techniques to obtain semantic content of recording in terms of different sound classes. These semantic information are then combined to identify the location of recording.
INTRODUCTION
Extracting information from multimedia recordings has received lot of attention due to the growing multimedia content on the web. A particularly interesting problem is extraction of geo-locations or information relevant to geographical locations. This process of providing geographical identity information is usually termed as Geotagging [1] and is gaining importance due its role in several applications. It is useful not only in location based services and recommender systems [2] [3] [4] but also in general cataloguing, organization, search and retrieval of multimedia content on the web. Location specific information also allows a user to put his/her multimedia content into a social context, since it is human nature to associate with geographical identity of any material. A nice survey on different aspects of geotagging in multimedia is provided in [1] .
Although, there are applications which allows users to add geographical information in their photos and videos, a larger portion of multimedia content on the web is without any geographical identity. In these cases geotags needs to be inferred from the multimedia content and the associated metadata. This problem of geotagging or location identification also features as the Placing Tasks in yearly MediaEval [5] tasks. The goal of Placing Tasks [6] in MediaEval is to develop systems which can predict places in videos based on different modalities of multimedia such as images, audio, text etc. An important aspect of location prediction systems is the granularity at which location needs to be predicted. The Placing Task recognizes a wide range of location hierarchy, starting from neighbourhoods and going upto continents. In this work we are particularly interested in obtaining city-level geographical tags which is clearly one of the most important level of location specification for any data. Citylevel information is easily relatable and is well suited to location based services and recommender systems.
Most of the current works on geotagging focus on using visual/image component of multimedia and the associated text in the multimedia ( [7] [1] [8] [9] to cite a few). The audio component has largely been ignored and there is little work on predicting locations based on audio content of the multimedia. However, authors in [10] argue that there are cases where audio content might be extremely helpful in identifying location. For example, speech based cues can aid in recognizing location. Moreover, factors such as urban soundscapes and locations acoustic environment can also help in location identification. Very few works have looked into audio based location identification in multimedia recordings [11] [12] . The approaches proposed in these works have been simplistic relying mainly on basic low level acoustic features. One way is to use well known basic acoustic features such as Mel-Cepstra Coefficient (MFCC), Gammatone filter features directly for classification purposes. In other case audio-clip level features such GMM -Supervectors or Bag Of Audio Words (BoAW) histograms are first obtained and then classifiers are trained on these features.
In this work we show that geotagging using only audio component of multimedia can be done with reasonably good success rate by capturing the semantic content in the audio. Our primary assertion is that the semantic content of an audio recording in terms of different acoustic events can help in predicting locations. We argue that soundtracks of different cities are composed of a set of acoustic events. If we can somehow capture the composition of audio in terms of these acoustic events then they can be used to train machine learning algorithms for geotagging purposes. We start with a set of base acoustic events or sound classes and then apply methods based on matrix factorization to find the composition of soundtracks in terms of these acoustic events. Once the weights corresponding to each base sound class have been obtained, we build higher level feature using these weights which are further used to obtain kernel representations. The kernels corresponding to each basis sound are then combined to finally train Support Vector Machines for predicting location identification of the recording.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our proposed framework for audio based geotagging. In Section 3 we present our experiments and results. In Section 4 we discuss scalability of our proposed method and also give concluding remarks.
AUDIO BASED GEOTAGGING
Audio based geotagging in multimedia can be performed by exploiting audio content in several ways. One can possibly try to use automatic speech recognition (ASR) to exploit the speech information present in audio. For example, speech might contain words or sentences which uniquely identifies a place, I am near Eiffel Tower clearly gives away the location as Paris, with high probability, irrespective of presence or absence of any other cues. Other details such as language used, mention of landmarks etc. in speech can also help in audio based geotagging.
Audio Semantic Content based Geotagging
In this work we take a more generic approach where we try to capture semantic content of audio through occurrence of different meaningful sound events and scenes in the recording. We argue that it should be possible to train machines to capture identity of a location by capturing the composition of audio recordings in terms of human recognizable sound events. This idea can be related to and is in fact backed by urban soundscapes works [13] [14] . Based on this idea of location identification through semantic content of audio, we try to answer two important questions. First, how to mathematically capture the composition of audio recordings and Second, how to use the information about semantic content of the recording for training classifiers which can predict identity of location. We provide our answers for each of these questions one by one. It is worth noting that this overall framework is different from audio events recognition works. Our goal is not to identify acoustic events but to find the composition of acoustic events in a way which can further be used to obtain geographical locations.
Let E = {E1, E2, ..EL} be the set of base acoustic events or sound classes whose composition is to be captured in an audio recording. Let us assume that each of these sound classes can be characterized by a basis matrix M l . For a given sound class E l the column vectors of its basis matrix M l essentially spans the space of sound class E l . Mathematically, this span is in space of some acoustic feature (e.g MFCC) used to characterize audio recordings and over which the basis matrices have been learned. How we obtain M l is discussed later. Any given soundtrack or audio recording is then decomposed with respect to the sound class E l as
where X is a d × n dimensional representation of the audio recording using acoustic features such as MFCC. For MFCCs, this implies each column of X is d dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and n is the total number of frames in the audio recording. The sound basis matrices M l are d × k dimensional where k represents the number of basis vectors in M l . In principle k can vary with each sound class, however, for sake of convenience we assume it is same for all E l , for l = 1 to L.
Equation 1 defines the relationship between the soundtrack and its composition in terms of sound classes. The weight matrix W l captures how the sound class E l is present in the recording. It is representative of the distribution of sound class E l through out the duration of the recording. Hencer, obtaining W l for each l provides us information about the structural composition of the audio in terms of sound classes in E. These W l can then be used for differentiating locations. Thus, the first problem we need to address is to learn M l for each E l and then using it to compute W l for any given recording.
Learning M l and W l using semi-NMF
Let us assume that for a given sound class E l we have a collection of N l audio recordings belonging to class E l only. We parametrize each of these recordings through some acoustic features. In this work we use MFCC features augmented by delta and acceleration coefficients (denoted by MFCA) as basic acoustic features. These acoustic features are represented by d×ni dimensional matrix X 
to get a large collective sample of acoustic features for sound class E l . Clearly, XE l has d rows and let T be the number of columns in this matrix.
To obtain the basis matrix M l for E l we employ matrix factorization techniques. More specifically, we use Non-Negative matrix factorization (NMF) like method proposed in [15] . [15] proposed two matrix factorization methods named semi-NMF and convex-NMF which are like NMF but do not require the matrix data to be non-negative. This is important in our case, since employing classical NMF [16] algorithms would require our basic acoustic feature to be non-negative. This can be highly restrictive given the challenging task at hand. Even though we employ MFCCs as acoustic features, our proposed general framework based on semi-NMF can be used with other features as well. Moreover, semi-NMF offers other interesting properties such as its interpretation in terms of K-means clustering. One of our higher level features is based on this interpretation of semi-NMF. convex-NMF did not yield desirable results and hence we do not discuss it in this paper.
semi-NMF considers factorization of a matrix,
For factorization number of basis vectors k in M l is fixed to a value less than min(d, T ). semi-NMF does not impose any restriction on M l , that is its element can have any sign. The weight matrix W on the other hand is restricted to be non-negative. The objective is to minimize
Assuming that M l and W have been initialized, M l and W l are updated iteratively in the following way. In each step of iteration,
The process is iterated till error drops below certain tolerance. The + and − sign represents positive and negative parts of a matrix obtained as Z Theoretical guarantees on convergence of semi-NMF and other interesting properties such as invariance with respect to scaling can be found in original paper. One interesting aspect of semi-NMF described by authors is its analysis in terms of K-means clustering algorithm. The objective function ||X − M W T || 2 can be related to K-Means objective function with M l representing the k cluster centers. Hence, the basis matrix M l also represents centers of clusters. We exploit this interpretation in the next phase of our approach. The initialization of M l and W l is done as per the procedure described in [15] .
Once M l have been learned for each E l , we can easily obtain W l for any given audio recording X by fixing M l and then applying Eq 3 for X for several iterations. For a given X, W l contains information about E l in X. With K-Means interpretation of semi-NMF, the non-negative weight matrix W l can be interpreted as containing soft assignment posteriors to each cluster for all frames in X.
Discriminative Learning using W l
We treat the problem of location prediction as a retrieval problem where we want to retrieve most relevant recordings belonging to a certain location (city). Put more formally, we train binary classifiers for each location to retrieve the most relevant recordings belonging to the concerned location. Let us assume that we are concerned with a particular city C and the set S = {si, i = 1 to N } is the set of available training audio recordings. The labels of the recordings are represented by yi ∈ {−1, 1} with yi = 1 if si belongs to C, otherwise yi = −1. Xi (d × ni) denotes the MFCA representation of si. For each Xi weight composition matrices W l i are obtained with respect to all sound events E l in E. W l i captures distribution of sound event E l in Xi and we propose 2 histogram based representations to characterize this distribution.
Direct characterization of W l as posterior
As we mentioned before semi-NMF can be interpreted in terms of K-means clustering. For a given E l , the learned basis matrix M l can be interpreted as matrix containing cluster centers. The weight matrix W l i (ni × k) obtained for Xi using M l can then be interpreted as posterior probabilities for each frame in Xi with respect to cluster centers in M l . Hence, we first normalize each row of W l i to sum to 1, to convert them into probability space. Then, we obtain k dimensional histogram representation for Xi corresponding to M l as
This is done for all M l and hence for each training recording we obtain a total of L, k dimensional histograms represented by h l i .
GMM based characterization of W l
We also propose another way of capturing distribution in W l where we actually fit a mixture model to it. For a given sound class E l , we first collect W l i for all Xi in training data. We then train a Gaussian Mixture Model G l on the accumulated weight vectors. Let this GMM be These soft-assignments are added over all t to obtain the total mass of weight vectors belonging to the g th Gaussian (P (g) l i , Eq 5). Normalization by ni is done to remove the effect of the duration of recordings.
P r(g| wt)
The final representation for
is a G l -dimensional feature representation for a given recording Xi with respect to E l . The whole process is done for all E l to obtain L different soft assignment histograms for a given Xi. For each l, we obtain separate kernels representation K l using h l i for all Xi. Since exponential χ 2 kernel SVM are known to work well with histogram representations [17] [18], we use kernels of the form
Kernel Fusion for Semantic Content based Prediction
distance between h l i and h l j . γ is set as the average of all pair wise distance. Once we have all K l , we use two simple kernel fusion methods;
• Average kernel fusion -The final kernel representation is given by,
P is used to train SVMs for prediction.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
As stated before, our goal is to perform city -level geotagging in multimedia. Hence, we evaluate our proposed method on the dataset used in [11] which provides city level tags for flickr videos. The dataset contains contains a total of 1079 Flickr videos with 540 videos in the training set and 539 in the testing set. We work with only audio of each video and we will alternatively refer to these videos as audio recordings. The maximum duration of recordings is 90 seconds. The videos of the recording belong to 18 different cities with several cities having very few examples in training as well as testing set such as just 3 for Bankok or 5 for Beijing. We selected 10 cities for evaluation for which training as well as test set contains at least 11 examples. These 10 cities are
Berlin (B), Chicago (C), London (L), Los Angeles (LA), Paris (P), Rio (R), San Francisco (SF), Seoul(SE), Sydney (SY) and Tokyo (T).
As stated before the basic acoustic feature used are MFCC features augmented by delta and acceleration coefficients. 20 dimensional MFCCs are extracted for each audio recording over a window of 30 ms with 50% overlap. Hence, basic acoustic features for audio recordings are 60 dimensional and referred to as MFCA features.
We compare our proposed method with two methods, one based on GMM based bag of audio words (BoAW) and other based on GMM-supervectors. These are clip level feature representation built over MFCA acoustic features for each recording. The first step in this method is to train a background GMM G bs with G b components over MFCA features where each Gaussian represents an audio word. Then for each audio recording clip level histogram features are obtained using the GMM posteriors for each frame in the clip. The computation is similar to Eq 5; except that the process is done over MFCA features. These clip level representation are soft count bag of audio words representation. GMM-supervectors are obtained by adapating means of background GMM G bs for a given using maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation [19] . We will use b to denote these G b dimensional bag of audio words features and s to denote the G b × 60 dimensional GMM -supervectors. Exponential χ 2 kernel SVMs are used with b features and linear SVMs are used with GMM -supervectors features. Exponential χ 2 kernels are usually represented as K(x, y) = exp −γD(x,y) , where D(x, y) is χ 2 distance between vetors x and y. Both of these kernels are known to work best for the corresponding features. All parameters such as γ and the slack parameter C in SVMs are selected by cross validation over the training set.
For our proposed method we need a set of sound classes E. Studies on Urban soundscapes have tried to categorize the urban acoustic environments [13] [14] [20] . [21] came up with a refined taxonomy of urban sounds and also created a dataset, UrbanSounds8k, for urban sound events. This dataset contains 8732 audio recordings spread over 10 different sound events from urban sound taxonomy. These sound events are car horn, children playing, dog barking, air conditioner noise, drilling, engine idling, gun shot, jackhammer, siren and street music. We use these 10 sound classes as our set E and then obtain the basis matrices M l for each E l using the examples of these sound events provided in the UrbanSounds8k dataset.
The number of basis vectors for all M l is same and fixed to either 20 or 40. We present results for both cases. Finally, in the classifier training stage; SVMs are trained using the fused kernel K We formulate the geotagging problem as retrieval problem Our proposed method with k = 40 and product kernel fusion gives 0.563 MAP, an absolute improvement of 8.5% and 7.2% when compared to BoAW and supervectors based methods respectively. MAP in other cases for our proposed method are also in general better than best MAP using state of art methods. We also note that for h l features, product kernel fusion of different sound class kernels performs better than average kernel fusion. Also, for h l , k = 40 is better than k = 20. Table 2 shows results for our v l features in Section 2.3.2 which uses GMM based characterization of composition matrices W l . We experimented with 4 different values of GMM component size G l . Once again we observe that overall this framework works gives superior performance. Once again MAP of 0.527 with v l is over 3.6% higher in absolute terms when comapred to best MAP with supervectors.
This shows that the composition matrices W l are actually capturing semantic information from the audio and these semantic information when combined helps in location identification. If we compare v l and h l methods then overall h l seems to give better results. This is worth noting since it suggests that W l on its own are extremely meaningful and sufficient. Another interesting observation is that for v l average kernel fusion is better than product kernel fusion. give over 0.60 AP. On the other hand Sydney (SY) is a much harder to geotag comapred to other cities. Once again our proposed method outperforms BoAW and supervector based methods for all cities except for Berlin (B).
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented methods for geotagging in multimedia using its audio content. We proposed that the semantic content of the audio captured in terms of different sound events which occur in our environment, can be used for location identification purposes. It is expected that larger the number of sound classes in E the more distinguishing elements we can expect to obtain and the better it is for geotagging. Hence, it is desirable that any framework working under this idea should be scalable in terms of number of sounds in E. In our proposed framework the process of learning basis matrices M l are independent of each other and can be easily parallelized. Similarly, obtaining composition weight matrices W l i can also be computed in parallel for each E l and so do the features h l i (or v l i ) and kernel matrices. Hence, our proposed is completely scalable in terms of number sound events in the set E. If required, one can also easily add any new sound class to an existing system if required. Moreover, our proposed framework can be applied on any acoustic feature.
Even with 10 sound events from urban sound taxonomy we obtained reasonably good performance. Our proposed framework outperformed state of art supervector and bag of audio word based methods by a significant margin. Currently, we used simple kernel fusion methods to combine event specific kernels. One can potentially use established methods such as multiple kernel learning at this step. This might lead to further improvement in results. One can also look into other methods for obtaining basis matrices for sound events. A more comprehensive analysis on a larger dataset with larger number of cities can through more light on the effectiveness of the proposed method. However, this work does give sufficient evidence towards success of audio content based geotagging in multimedia.
